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Teaching in the School of Public Health

• Moving to active teaching and learning
in F2F classrooms
But….
• How can we move towards active
learning approaches with external
students?

Figure one: Technology enhanced active teaching and learning activities trailed and evaluated in PUBH7620 since 2011
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ENHANCING
ONLINE COURSE
PRESENCE
- Move from
printed coursebook
to all course
resources on
blackboard
- Record all lecture
sessions in lecture
theatre for external
students via Echo
360

2012
DEVELOPMENT OF
ONLINE LEARNING
MODULES
- Develop weekly
learning modules
via Blackboard
- Place mul media
clips and wri en
exercises into
learning learning
modules

INVERTED
CLASSROOM
- 'Invert classroom'
ie produce a series
of short clips and
ac vi es that
students watch/
undertake before
class

- Ac ve learning in
class via faciliated
discussion and
ac vi es

ACTIVE LEARNING
IN AND OUT OF
CLASSROOM
SETTINGS
- Move class to flat
teaching space
- 3 hour session
instead of
tradi onal lecture
and tutorial
- Group ac vi es
for in-class sessions
- Out of class
fieldwork ac vi es
- record in-class
ac vi es in smaller
flat teaching room
for external
students

REFINING ACTION
LEARNING
ACTIVITIES
- case -based
ac vi es based on
real life public
health issues
-Audio and video
class ac vi es for
external students
- use roving
microphone to
record internal
studnet discusison
- Out of class
fieldwork ac vi es
- Use of social
media via Blog and
Flickr for internal/
external student
interac on

2015
BETTER
ALIGNMENT OF
COURSE DESIGN,
ASSESSMENT AND
ACTIVITIES and
FOCUS ON ACTIVE
LEARNING IN
EXTERNAL COHORT
- Weekly Adobe
Connect
webseminar for
external studentstrailing simple
ac ve learning
ac vi es

What builds active learning in an online
environment?
• Teaching techniques that promote student engagement
in the learning process
• Well-structured courses design embedded in good
pedagogy.
• Interaction and active participation amongst students and
between students and teaching staff
• Developing social presence - feel connected to each
other, the teachers and course content
• Mixture of asynchronous and synchronous technology
to support different types of students

What have we done to facilitate
engagement?
• Weekly adobe connect sessions ‘owned’ by
course co-ordinator with technical support
• Sessions planned around an activity - students
came prepared
• Used Adobe features (camera, whiteboard etc)
• Guest lecturers participated in adobe sessions
• Adobe sessions recorded and transcribed and
placed in blackboard folder

Who were our students?
• 35 external students
participated – average 20
• Domestic, professionals,
across Australia, some in
remote locations
• Final grades ranged from
65%- 90%
• Course evaluated higher in
2015 by external students
than previous years (first
year higher than internal
students)

Online Focus Group
Able to interact via adobe sessions, lectures are directed at external
students and our needs are considered… you miss out on the social
interaction and that social interaction keeps you motivated… the adobe
sessions at least allowed more social interaction than pure online
Adobe sessions are brilliant - removes the isolation that often comes with
studying externally
I think it is essential to have access to the lecturer through adobe or
another source. I did a summer course without this and it felt like I was in
a vacuum
I liked being challenged to try new technology, like Adobe it was good to
learn something new in that respect. My last subject was a bit dry.

Next Steps: Trialling ‘active’ adobe
more broadly
The response so far:
• Reluctance of course co-ordinators – time
intensive
• Reliance on traditional didactic teaching methods
• Decreasing numbers of students
• Many Adobe features not used (video features
etc)

Is it worth it? Yes, but....
• Facilitated, collaborative sessions with active engagement
– it’s not Q&A
• Adobe connect ‘owned’ by course co-ordinator
• Consistent days and times
• Content – mix it up but closely aligned with course
• Engage with students- use camera, call students by
names and respond to their comments
• Use Adobe for other activities (eg group projects) to talk
and share files
• Provide technical support for teaching staff and students

